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Martina Hrabova

A Reverse History of Modernism
What Connects Prague to Le Corbusier?

In two parallel and interrelated stories, the following essay presents 
a specific view of the history of avant-garde architecture in former 
Czechoslovakia. This work grew out of personal experience; following 
what at first seemed an unlikely trail to me revealed the inherent problems 
of Czech modernist historiography and its meanings. Beginning with 
memories of the house where I grew up, it lead to questions about the 
relationship between existing structures and the historical narratives 
behind them. Unexpectedly, this simple case study of my family home 
relates to larger debates about the character of Czech Modernism and 
its relationship to Le Corbusier. 

A White House That Became Yellow

For more than twenty years, my family has lived in a villa on what was 
once the outskirts of Prague (Figure 1). As long as I can remember, 
it has had a traditional exterior with a pitched roof and conventional 
detailing. The four-story structure, with its yellow façade, resembles 
many other buildings in the neighborhood. The outer cloak however 
was added in the 1930s and conceals some remarkable secrets. 

When I was little I had not thought much about the history of 
the house. However, this changed during my studies of art history at 
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Charles University, Prague. I received a deceptively simple assignment 
for an architectural survey seminar: choose any building and provide 
a survey of its structure. Not terribly interested in architecture at the 
time, I was overwhelmed by the vast number of buildings I could 
explore in a city with an architectural history as rich as Prague’s. Lost 
in this labyrinth of choices, I asked a friend for help. He reminded 
me that the easiest object of inquiry is often the one closest and 
most familiar to you. He also reminded me of what I had once told 
him: my childhood home had not always been the typical home 
that stood there now. I began to recall the stories I had heard from 
my grandfather about his parents and his family (Figure 2). As my 
grandfather recalled, the house was awful, impractical, and cold—
impossible to heat due to the glass walls everywhere. There were 

Figure 1 Attic of the villa.
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whole walls constructed of glass, the roof was flat and only one family 
lived there. In short, it was Modern. 

Listening to such descriptions in an apartment full of antique 
furniture next to a staircase covered with antlers and stuffed birds, 
I could not imagine its earlier form (Figure 3). Inspired by these 
memories of my grandfather, I went to Prague’s District Eight archives 
to search for the original plans. The result was more surprising than I 
had expected. Not only was the house renovated, it had been entirely 
transformed (Figure 4). Instead of an attic under a steep roof, there 
was an open-air sunbath on a flat roof; instead of enclosed space, large 
open sheets of glass looked out onto a garden and the panorama of 
the city beyond. What had once been a white cube designed in 1928 
had by 1938 been replaced by a yellow barn-like house (Figure 5a,b).

Figure 2 Exterior of the villa.



Figure 3 Family photo from 1970.

Figure 4 Antiques in the staircase.



My grandfather recounted how it happened: When his mother, the 
wife of a Prague lawyer, bought the house from a Jewish family leaving 
the country right before the outbreak of the Second World War, she 
pointed her finger at the roof and said, “attic!” She then pointed her fin-
ger to the basement and said, “cellar!” Within a few months, her wishes 
became reality, giving the building its current form (Figure 6a,b). 

Within the context of contemporary Czechoslovak architecture, the 
original building was not an extraordinary design; yet its appearance was 
progressive, and it utilized pioneering new construction technologies for 
family housing at the time. The receding terraces of the original design, 
its use of glass, and the lightweight reinforced concrete construction 
were presented as a maison particulière à Prague in the prestigious 
Czech architectural magazine Stavba in 1929 (Figure 7a,b).1 It was 
architecture that would enable affordable and comfortable living for 
all sectors of society. In the words of the architect Oldřich Starý, the 
architecture of the family home served as a most convenient laboratory 
for new technologies.2

Early contemporary concepts of the new architecture were brought 
into reality in exhibitions on housing, first in 1927 in Stuttgart and later 
in Brno, Wroclaw, Basel, Prague and Vienna in the early 1930s (Figure 
8). They were featured as part of pre-designed urban plans that creating 
quadrants of slick modern homes. In contrast to these examples, my 
family’s home was built on the slope of a former vineyard, in the middle 
of houses in various architectural styles (Figure 9). Standing among 
traditional houses with steep roofs and attics, this white, modern house 
heralded a new lifestyle and demanded new technologies. As shown 
by the picture taken by my parent’s neighbor in 1930, the form of a 
white cube was a brave decision to support a new stream of architecture 
promoting individual taste and lifestyle. 



The Architect Who Studied Under Le Corbusier

The architect of the villa was Karel Hannauer, then a young student at 
Prague’s Technical University and the son of a wealthy construction 
company owner. At the time, Hannauer was an active participant 
in Prague’s avant-garde circles, and he contributed to a number of 
contemporary reviews and daily newspapers. That he served as Le 
Corbusier’s driver during the latter’s visit to Prague in October 1928 is 
evidenced by the extent of his network of connections and his report on 
the tour for a daily newspaper (Figure 10).3

Today not much is known about Hannauer. He is said to have 
studied under Walter Gropius in Berlin, Victor Bourgeois in Brussels, 
and Le Corbusier in Paris. This information was published during the 
architect’s life in a short biographical write-up (Figure 11).4 Despite 
its brevity, this brief mention of Hannauer’s educational background 
was enough to establish his reputation, making him one of the few 
Czechs who worked for internationally recognized luminaires. But how 
trustworthy is this short bio?

Czechs in the 35 Rue de Sèvres Studio

Searching for answers, I probed deeper into the available sources to 
unearth information on Hannauer’s life and career. Not only did I not 
find any evidence of Hannauer studying under the leading authorities 
of European modernism, I found no proof of any close communication 
with any of them beyond Le Corbusier’s visit. 

What I did discover while conducting my research on Hannauer 
was a larger mythology concerning Czech architects whose work was 
routinely connected with Le Corbusier. Besides Hannauer, a number 
of important Czech architects were said to have had connections with 
the master. Czech modernist historiography, based mostly on Czech 



Figure 5a Former shape in 1929.

Figure 5b Current shape.
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primary sources, was filled with such references. There were also 
related memoirs of architects themselves, which make similar claims. 
However, none of these contained much in the way of critical reflection. 
During the Communist period in the former Czechoslovakia, scholars 
interested in the topic could not conduct research abroad, and they were 
forced to rely on limited local resources and agreed upon conventions. 

Looking more closely to the material at hand, I discovered the 
facts did not line up. When naming all the so-called apprentices of 
Le Corbusier, each author’s list differs from the others.5 The supposed 
cooperation with Le Corbusier elevated the architect’s qualifications 
and would elevate his status within the architectural community. To this 
day, the term “Corbusian“ is often applied to Czech modernist buildings, 
bandied about without further elaboration as a sign of quality, a brand 
of good architecture, and an implied association with the architectural giant. 

Figure 6a Section of the current design
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Figure 7a Terraces.Figure 6b Section of the former design.

The records of the Fondation Le Corbusier in Paris shows there 
were at least thirteen Czech architects working in the studio at 35 
Rue de Sèvres in Paris. The well known architects Vladimír Karfík, 
Karel Stráník, Eugen Rosenberg, Jan Sokol, František Sammer, Josef 
Danda, Jan Reiner, Vladimír Beneš, Václav Rajniš and Jaroslav Vaculík 
assisted in the studio alongside the lesser known surnames “Vanec“, 
“Marsalek“ and “Safranek.”6 Some spent a few months in the studio, 
others more than a year helping in the design process, usually at their 
own expense.7 Each of the architects came to Le Corbusier to learn 
more about architectural practice, to meet the icon of the progressive 
stream in contemporary architecture, and to build their biographies.8 
Some publicized their experiences through writings, others by word of 
mouth, and some of them haven’t spread the information at all. Aware 
of the value of such experience, some Czech architects who had never 
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worked in the 35 Rue de Sèvres studio claimed they had been there—
both to increase their reputation and to showcase their connections 
with Corbusian Modernism. That was the case of Karel Hannauer.9 

Czech assistants of Le Corbusier never formed a cohesive group, 
and they brought diverse impulses back to their home country. When 
comparing Le Corbusier’s work of the time with the constructions of 
his Czech modernist contemporaries, we find structures inspired by 
the master and designed by a wide range of architects with no direct 
connection to the practice in the 35 Rue de Sèvres studio. 

Figure 7b Publication in Stavba 1929
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Le Corbusier and Czechoslovakia     

When studying the Central European Modern Movement and the 
development of progressive Czech architecture, Le Corbusier’s name 
is encountered everywhere. By counting his visits to Czechoslovakia, 
his publications in the local press, and the Czech architects whom Le 
Corbusier worked with in Paris, scholars have sought to measure his 
impact on the character of Czech Modernism.10 This examination proves 
problematic because such things are not precisely quantifiable—certainly 
not in this way. And yet there are strong links between Le Corbusier and 
the Czechs. 

Czechoslovakia was one of the countries Le Corbusier connected 
with from the very beginning of his career. In terms of theoretical dialogue, 
he found an equal partner in the key figure of the Czechoslovak avant-
garde thinker Karel Teige.11 Czech political representatives in Paris and 
Prague also played an important role in supporting the exchange of ideas 
and the work of Le Corbusier himself. Stefan Osuský, the ambassador 
of Czechoslovakia to Paris in the 1920s and 1930s, for example, 
negotiated with Paul Otlet for the realization of Le Corbusier’s project 

Figure 8 Baba Housing Exhibition in Prague 1932.
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for Mundaneum in Geneva, and he played an important role in mediating 
contacts with Czechoslovak industrialists. 

There is no doubt that the master himself had reason to keep in 
touch with the Czech milieu. His public lectures in 1925 and 1928 
were certainly of high importance to the young generation of architects 
in Czechoslovakia, and the large publications on Le Corbusier raised 
a general awareness of his work and theories. On the other side, 
Czechoslovakia also played a significant role in the story.    

The country was then experiencing its first years as an autonomous 
republic, and, as it absorbed inspirations from abroad, was in a unique 
position to meld them and create a strong, individual culture of its 
own. When visiting Prague in 1928, Le Corbusier was impressed 
by the large-scale modernist buildings he saw, especially the Trade 
Fair Palace (Figure 12), which was then under construction. Having 
built only small-scale houses up till then, he admired the ability of 
Czech engineers to use new technologies in such a large structure. Le 

Figure 9 Slope of the former vigneards.
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Corbusier’s admiration for the quality of Czechoslovak industry and 
the intellectual openness of the country resulted in his effort to produce 
furniture for the l’Esprit Nouveau pavilion with the Czech firm Brno 
UP Enterprises in 1925.12 Ten years later, he tried his luck again when 
he submitted his designs for a small car—the voiture minimum—to 
Czechoslovakia’s company Tatra Works. In his letter from December 
1936, addressed to the Tatra company, Le Corbusier wrote: “French 
manufacturers maintain the traditional spirit that persist among their 
customers, and in this moment would not consider the manufacturing 
of such a car. For this reason, we have thought that a country as 
intellectually open as Czechoslovakia, where we are in fact well known, 
would by contrast have an interest in the production of a car of such a 
new type.“13 The car, however, never saw production. In fact, all of Le 
Corbusier’s attempts to cooperate with Czech enterprises failed. 

Without a doubt, Le Corbusier’s biggest disappointment came 
when he was unable to secure cooperation with the Baťa Company.  The 

Figure 11 Hannauer’s biographical note in 1947Figure 10 Le Corbusier’s driver. 
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shoe tycoon Jan Baťa, who was attempting to construct a functional 
utopia in the city of Zlín, embodied Le Corbusier’s dream of a new 
society realized in partnership with the ideal client. After his first visit 
to Zlín, Le Corbusier wrote to his mother: “Dear mother, I have made 
a fruitful journey. I assisted on an extraordinary social enterprise for the 
new world, one of human happiness in the form of the most brilliant 
reality, the most complete, with no gaps, conflicts, faults or comedy. 
Baťa, the Ford of Europe. But the Ford who has created harmony and 
roused joy through love.“14 Hoping to unite their efforts, Le Corbusier 
worked for Baťa for more than a year, yet almost all of his proposed 
projects met with refusal. In the end, he even had a difficult time getting 
paid for his work.15 

What is the place of Nostalgia? 

And so, we come to the real crux of the story, one that is very much 
about the failures and missteps of historiography. Due to the Iron 
Curtain that for decades separated the Eastern and Western Bloc, it 
took a long time to situate interwar Czechoslovak avant-gardes within 
the context of the international history of architecture. Since the 1980s, 
distinguished scholars have pointed to the importance of this chapter 
in the history of modernism,16 and the extraordinary character of the 
period has been strongly highlighted after the fall of the Communist 
regime in 1989.17 Writers looking back at the interwar period of the 
First Czechoslovak Republic have celebrated this era as the last period 
of cultivated democracy in the development of the country, and a 
number of scholars have started to explore and rebuild its history in 
order to create a relevant place for the period in the general history of 
architecture. Naturally, in fighting for recognition of what happened 
in Czech Modernism—long-neglected by the dictate of an ideological 
regime—it is hard to avoid a sense of nostalgia for these times.18 
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It is challenging to reconsider the history of interwar Czechoslovakia 
from the family house, from a room full of heavy carpets, antique 
furniture, and mounted animals created and collected over a course of 
decades. Although it seems to have always looked this way, just as the 
history of my family home makes clear, it is important to listen to the 
hidden sounds of the past and not to overlook what surrounds us. With 
every step, an ancestor could have pointed his finger at the roof and said, 
“attic,” then at the basement and said, “cellar,” and within a few months 
hid the testimony of the past under a seemingly banal facade.   

The article could not have been written without the generous support of the Grant 
Agency of Charles University in Prague, where the author conducted her research 
at the Faculty of Arts, No 250043.  

Figure 12 Trade Fair Palace visited by Le Corbusier.
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